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" A N  A M A Z I N G  A N D  O R I G I N A L  I M P R E S S I O N I S T "



TV COMEDY 
IMPRESSIONIST

Since first appearing on BBC TV, 
Christopher has enjoyed a career that has 

been as varied as the 100+ Voices he 
performs in his unique one man Comedy 

Impression stage Show 
 
 
 



"AN AUDIENCE WITH THE STARS" 

This show features a great mix of Impressions of all 

your favourite characters from the world of Stage, 

Screen and TV, and includes a unique Tribute to the  

"Sit Down, Stand Up Comedian" the late great 

Dave Allen 



V O I C E  O V E R  W O R K

CHRISTOPHER GEE finds 
himself in demand as a Voice 

Over Artiste and has an 
impressive list of Companies 

whom he has worked for on both 
Film, TV, Radio and within the 

Corporate Market



COMEDY TALK & CABARET 
AFTERNOON

Christopher Gee has had the 
opportunity to present his Comedy 

Lectures to 1000's of people on 
both land and at Sea and has 

recently launched his 
"COMEDY TALK & CABARET 

AFTERNOON"

Full details at
www.christopher-gee.org



TV COMEDY IMPRESSIONIST 
GALLERY





STAGE  PHOTOS









"CHRISTOPHER GEE IS DOPE! HE
BROUGHT "IN SERVICE TO LIFE". 

CAST THIS DUDE!" 
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TESTIMONIAL FROM ADI SHANKAR - 

FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD PRODUCER 

"Thank you for helping make our 45th Anniversary such a
Special Occasion 

 
Everyone thoroughly enjoyed it and you went down a storm 

 
I would recommend you to anyone that wanted a Fun Filled

Pack night to interact the Audience 
 

Amazing Show 
 

Wickhamford Sports club Evesham"
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Christopher Gee is the epitimy of high entertainment 

He sums up what it means to be the best in the business. 

I have worked with him on a few vessels now with a varying demographic. On Marco Polo In 2016 

he wowed British Isles audiences with hilarious renditions of classic actors from the big and 

small screen. Guests experienced a somewhat reveille of their funny bones as Chrissy turned 

sliver fox seventy year olds in to giggling school children! 

In 2017 I was lucky enough to work with Chrissy again on the MV Columbus.  Not only did he do 

the most unbelievable impersonations I have ever seen, but he worked to the audience. 

We had a multi-generational cruise with audiences varying from 5 years old to 80 years old. 

Through sheer performance genius he tailored his material to the audience and again they 

celebrated his artistry. 

At the end of 2017 he embarked on a 54 day cruise on the MV Astor. 

The guests could not get enough of him, 

He created such a buzz on the ship I just did not want him to leave. 

Also the market is very different on the Astor summer season as well as a few British, the 

majority of clientele are Australian and New Zealanders. 

Christopher studied their mannerisms , learnt their humour and once again over whelmed the 

crowd with witty humour, fantastic jokes with precise relevance to the exact 

audience  in front of him. 

Christopher Gee is by far the best Comedian i have ever worked worked with and Impressionist 

as well. 

Australians love him , Kids love him , The oldies love him and younger generation too. 

He provides Shows , Quizzes , Comedy lectures and is a joy to have in a team. 

He supports the onboard Entertainment Team and it is an honour to work with him. 

Katy Syrett  - Cruise Director 

MV ASTOR 2017 and 2018 
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MANY MORE TESTIMONIALS 

CAN BE FOUND ON MY WEB 

SITE 

 

https://christopher-gee.com/ 

 

 

 






